The ICD College Office is in the position of needing to move a significant amount of free
Personal Protective Equipment to US-based charitable and humanitarian missions in the next
month. The donation is from our strategic partnership with the Henry Schein Cares Foundation
and the ICD Global Visionary Fund. To qualify, the mission must be staffed or supported by at
least one ICD Fellow, it must provide pro bono care (FQHC’s do not qualify unless the donated
products are used exclusively for free care), and an ICD Fellow must take responsibility to see
that the donated products are used in this manner.
The PPE has been divided into 30 “kits”, each made up of 15 warehouse pallets of supplies. This
would fill about ½ of a trailer truck. Each kit contains the following shields, gowns, coveralls and
masks:
HS Item
Code
1382431
1382202
1381861
1381583
138-1312
138-1313
138-1315
138-1736

Description
DISPOSABLE FACE SHIELD
UNIFLEX DISP FACE SHIELDS
PRO-SAFE FACE SHIELD
ISOLATION GOWN PP+PE WHIT
Coveralls Medium
Coveralls Large
Coveralls x-large
L2 Masks (New item)

Unit
Measure
100/BX
50/BX
100/BX
100/CA
48/ca
48/ca
48/ca
20/bx

Quantity
16 boxes
32 boxes
96 boxes
78 cases
2 cases
6 cases
2 cases
100 boxes

Time is short, so the kits cannot be divided or changed. You may order as many kits as you need
or want. There is no charge for shipping, these donations are completely free of charge, courtesy
of Henry Schein Cares. The donations will be fulfilled on a first-come, first-served basis until the
allotment is completely gone. The deadline to apply is September 15, 2021.
Apply by email to office@icd.org with the subject line “GVF PPE Donation”. Include the name of
the charity and its US tax ID number; the name of the ICD contact for the mission with a phone
number and email address; if different, the name, phone number and email address of the
person receiving the donation; and the delivery address of the donation.
In Fellowship,
Joseph R. Kenneally, DMD
Secretary General
Chelsea Segren
Director of Operations

